The Nature Explore Families’ Club Kit contains everything you need to start and maintain a club of your own including:

General Information
A concise description of the program to share with others.

Facilitator’s Guide
Overall information and tips to help you get your group off to a great start.

Announcement
An information sheet to introduce the Nature Explore Families’ Club. This customizable sheet can be placed in a newsletter and/or sent home to families.

Registration and Photo Release Form
A customizable sheet to send home for families to sign up for your club.

Monthly Flyer
A customizable sheet to let families know about details for the upcoming events and books to read at home to enrich each activity.

Press Release - Media
A sample press release to send to the media to announce your Families’ Club to the community.

Sign-In Roster
A form to keep track of attendance and contact information for each family.

Adventure Activities and Facilitator’s Notes
A visual activity sheet for each month’s adventure along with tips for facilitators to make planning easy and fun! These research-based activities have been designed to support whole-child development and positive connections with the natural world.